PLEASE NOTE that the following planning applications were registered at the London Borough of Merton’s Environment and Regeneration Department during week ending: 1 July 2018

a) Involving Listed Buildings or affecting the character of a Conservation Area:-

**Affects Conservation Area**

**17/P3384 - Desertet House, 316 London Road CR4 3NB**
ERECTION OF 2 x ADDITIONAL STOREYS TO PROVIDE 4 x 2 BED MAISONETTES
**Applicant:** Great Glen Estates
**Conservation Area:** Mitcham Cricket Green

**18/P1985 - Flat 3, 1 Calonne Road, Wimbledon Park SW19 5HH**
REPLACE EXISTING WINDOWS WITH WOODEN DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS
**Applicant:** Jennifer Gaskin
**Conservation Area:** Wimbledon North

**18/P2237 - 18 Malcolm Road, Wimbledon SW19 4AS**
GROUND FLOOR REAR EXTENSION. SINGLE STOREY REAR EXTENSION. REPLACEMENT OF FLAT ROOF WITH A PITCHED ROOF. ROOF EXTENSION AT THE BACK OF THE PROPERTY
**Applicant:** Mr & Mrs Evans
**Conservation Area:** Wimbledon Hill Road

**18/P2363 - 1 Camelot Close, Wimbledon Park SW19 7EA**
ERECTION OF A SINGLE STOREY REAR EXTENSION, WITH RENOVATIONS TO THE EXISTING HOUSE
**Applicant:** Duncan & Caroline Farr
**Conservation Area:** Wimbledon North

**18/P2395 - Centre Court Shopping Centre, Wimbledon SW19 8LR**
REPLACEMENT OF ROOF LIGHT
**Applicant:** Colin Hall
**Conservation Area:** Wimbledon North

**18/P2397 - 12 Church Road, Wimbledon SW19 5DL**
CHANGE OF USE OF FIRST FLOOR FROM OFFICE TO A 2 BEDROOM FLAT (FIRST AND ROOF LEVEL) INVOLVING FIRST FLOOR TERRACE WITH REAR STAIRCASE, RAILINGS, ERECTION OF REAR DORMER ROOF EXTENSIONS, NEW WINDOWS/DOORS, NEW REAR ROOF LIGHT AND THREE FRONT ROOF LIGHTS.
**Applicant:** Damian O’Hare
**Conservation Area:** Wimbledon Village

**18/P2454 - 109 Home Park Road, Wimbledon SW19 7HT**
ERECTION OF A NEW FRONT BOUNDARY WALL AND GATES
**Applicant:** Mr Clifford Mummm
**Conservation Area:** Wimbledon North

**18/P2464 - 10 Parkside Gardens, Wimbledon SW19 5EU**
SINGLE STOREY EXTENSION TO THE REAR OF THE PROPERTY
**Applicant:** Colin Hall
**Conservation Area:** The Broadway

**Applicant:** Adrian Johnson
**Conservation Area:** Wimbledon North

**18/P2538 - Muirhouse 25 Kings Road, Wimbledon SW19 8PL**
ERECTION OF A PART SINGLE/PART TWO STOREY REAR EXTENSION.
**Applicant:** Mr & Mrs Mufti
**Conservation Area:** South Park Gardens

**18/P2552 - 44 Leopold Road, Wimbledon Park SW19 7JD**
ERECTION OF SINGLE STOREY REAR EXTENSION AND REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING WINDOWS WITH NEW DOUBLE GLAZED TIMBER SASH WINDOWS
**Applicant:** Natalie Fritz
**Conservation Area:** Kenilworth Avenue

b) For information the following applications have also been registered:-

**Major Press List**

**18/P2395 - Centre Court Shopping Centre, Wimbledon SW19 8LR**
REPLACEMENT OF ROOF LIGHT

The Council have received applications described in the Schedule hereto for planning permission for proposed development. The applications/plans may be inspected using the planning explorer at www.merton.gov.uk/environment/planning, representations should be sent in writing by 5.00pm during the period of 21 days beginning with the date of publication of this notice, quoting application reference (18/P****). In the event of an appeal to the Secretary of State for the Environment regarding the refusal of the application, any representations received may be forwarded to the Department of the Environment and the appellant unless a contrary wish is expressed.

5 July 2018

Chris Lee
Director of Environment and Regeneration
London Borough of Merton

Telephone: 020 8274 4901